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National Convention Impact on Small State
Pohtics: South Dakota Repuhlicans in
San Francisco, 1964
ALAN L. CLEM

The fact that sparsely populated states such as South
Dakota seldom play crucial roles in the major business of
national party conventions has been noted frequently, but it
needs to be reiterated in any analysis of the reciprocity between
the quadrennial convention and internal political developments
back home.^ Thus, although this study is interested in the role
that the South Dakota delegates to the 1964 Republican
national convention played in building a national platform and
in nominating a presidential candidate, its major emphasis will
concern the impact of the convention on political developments
in the South Dakota Repubhcan party. This study will focus
primarily on the attitudes of the delegation members toward
various candidates and issues; the effect of votes, arguments.
The author was selected as one of twelve Republican National Convention
Fellows in 1964 by the National Center for Education in Politics. The program
allowed him to attend the convention and encouraged him to observe the decisions of
the convention and the attitudes and behavior of convention delegates. Observations
occurred in many settings, including the Plaza, Fairmont, and Mark Hopkins hotels,
the Towne House motel, a chartered bus to the Cow Palace, the convention hall
itself, and a Fisherman's Wharf restaurant. The author wishes to thank the South
Dakota delegates and other officials for their courtesy and cooperation in the
fellowship study. Particular thanks go to several NCEP officials: Bernard Hennessy,
now of Pennsylvania State University; Donald Herzberg, of Rutgers University;
Robert Huckshom, now of Florida Atlantic University; and the late Paul Tillett.

Dakot:
Dakota KepuDllcans,' m ram iuiett, ea.,insiae rumies
1960 (Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.: Occana, 1962), pp. 160-170.
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and compromises on state pohtics; and the contacts between
the delegation and the national party. It will be at least
tangentially concerned with the process of delegate selection,
leadership within the delegation, and the roles of various leaders
(senators, congressmen, governors, legislators, and party
officials) in the work of the delegation.
SELECTING THE DELEGATION

In the past. South Dakota Republican leaders had
sometimes successfully formed unopposed and uninstructed
national convention delegations.^ In the spring of 1964, various
party leaders held meetings in Madison, Rapid City, and Pierre
to work out a slate with sufficient geographical and ideological
balance to discourage the formation of an opposing ticket in the
Republican primary. Although many leaders were involved from
time to time, it can be said that the chief architects of the
"regular" slate were Governor Archie Gubbrud, Senator Karl
Mundt, National Committeeman Henry Moeller, and State
Chairman Leo Temmey. Early versions of the "regular" slate
foundered on the problems of delegation leadership and
equitable representation for the eastern part of the state. The
omission, of Senator Mundt from the slate removed the
possibility that he would act as convention floor manager of
Senator Barry Goldwater's campaign and made Governor
Gubbrud the obvious choice for delegation chairman. The
inclusion of eastern members probably tended to diminish
Goldwater's strength.
After the "regular" slate was announced, more conservatively oriented interests formed a second slate, committed to
Goldwater. This slate included two well-known conservatives;
former lieutenant governor and rancher Roy Houck and Ken
Kellar, who was associated with Black Hills mining interests.
The position of the Goldwater slate was somewhat compromised by the fact that the "regular" delegation included a
substantial number of Goldwater supporters; this fact was
ascertained by the press and made public in several newspaper
2. See Clem, "Presidential Politics in South Dakota," Public
(Vermillion: Governmental Research Bureau), No. 31, November, 1967.
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articles in the weeks prior to the 2 June primary election. In
that election, the "regular" slate emerged as the victor by a
margin of more than 2-to-l.
Three developments merit brief discussion at this point.
First, the delegation named as its leader the outgoing governor
Archie Gubbrud, who four years before had been nominated to
challenge the incumbent Democratic governor Ralph Herseth.
Gubbrud was a man whose devotion to the conservative
principle of hmited government had won him support from
conservative and moderate citizens of the state. Although he
defeated Herseth by only four thousand votes in his somewhat
surprising 1960 victory, he increased that margin to thirty-one
thousand votes in his 1962 victory over the same Democratic
opponent. Gubbrud's commonsensical, if unimaginative, leadership of the state during his four-year tenure was an important
reason for the Republican party's reacquisition of political
power in the state following the severe Democratic inroads of
1956 and 1958. Gubbrud, in common with many South Dakota
pohtical leaders, was reluctant to assert much influence over the
citizens of the state and over his fellow delegation members; his
position as leader was very much that of a primus inter pares.
Second, the 1964 Republican primary election pitted two
strong, vigorous, and popular gubernatorial candidates against
one another. The party had been badly spht in 1962 when,
following the death of U.S. Senator Francis Case, the state
central committee had nominated Joe Bottum to oppose former
Democratic Congressman George McGovern in the senatorial
election. Bottum was picked in preference to such opponents as
Sigurd Anderson, elected governor in 1950 and 1952 by the
largest margins in the state's history and then a member of the
Federal Trade Commission; Nils Boe, a former speaker of the
South Dakota House of Representatives; Joe Foss, elected
governor in 1954 and 1956, president of the American Football
League, and head of the 1960 Republican delegation to the
national convention; and Ben Reifei, the first district congressman. Boe's mid-ballot withdrawal from the 1962 race for the
senatorial nomination was interpreted by some as a bid for west
river support in the contest over the gubernatorial succession.
At any rate, Boe was elected lieutenant governor in 1962 and
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was a candidate for the 1964 gubernatorial nomination. He was
challenged by Anderson, who had resigned from the FTC to
return to South Dakota politics. Thus, the 1964 Republican
primary was torn not only between rival delegations to the
national convention but also between rival gubernatorial candidates. The Associated Press reported on 19 May 1964 that the
nomination of Anderson would likely result in a serious party
division. Because of his concern with reuniting the party after
his primary victory, Boe took a very limited role at San
Francisco, contenting himself with informal chats with the
delegation.
Third, Carroll Lockhart's resignation in 1963 as national
committeeman caused considerable scrambling for the job.
Victory went to a Vermillion businessman, who was considered,
by South Dakota's provincial standards, to be comparatively
liberal. Henry Moeller would find the going difficult at times as
he attempted to moderate the diverse elements of the state
party machine in forming the delegation and in maintaining its
neutrality with respect to the Republican presidential aspirants.
Thus, the delegation in San Francisco had little, if any,
forceful leadership and found itself involved in the results of
gubernatorial and national committee elections that had done
little to focus positive leadership for the future course of the
Republican party in South Dakota.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA DELEGATION

What kind of people comprised South Dakota's delegation?
The group was headed by the governor and included a former
national committeeman, the secretary-treasurer of the state
central committee, a former assistant attorney general for the
state, and a former state senator. The governor was the only
delegate whose public career had made him generally visible to
the state's citizens. The members identified themselves as
moderate to strong conservatives. At least nine of the fourteen
had a weighted ideological score to the right of the
moderate-conservative continuum, only one identifying on the
liberal side. Fiscal policy was the area in which the South
Dakota delegation descriijed itself as being most conservative.
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Their tendency to identify themselves as conservatives was
much less pronounced in the fields of domestic policy and civil
rights.
Prior to the June primary election, more than half of the
delegation supported Goldwater. An even larger percentage
assumed that Goldwater was the preference of the delegation as
a whole. On the other hand, less than half of the delegation
believed that Goldwater was preferred by South Dakota voters,
generally; Nixon received almost as much support in this respect
as Goldwater. Only two South Dakota delegates thought
Goldwater was the national preference, whereas four chose
Nixon and two chose Lodge.
The issues that tbe delegation thought were most important
to the Republican party were foreign policy and federal
spending; these were the general issues that the delegation
assumed would be most potentially helpful to the national
Republican party. Civil rights and farm policy were considered
potentially helpful by several of the delegates.
The delegation was generally representative of the state. At
least four were in the 35-44 age bracket. Communities of every
population category, seven religious bodies, and at least eleven
occupational categories were represented in the delegation. The
group predictably was in a comparatively high income category,
the average net annual income being somewhat in excess of
$12,500. The delegation did not seem to be a closed
corporation, for six members were not well acquainted with
their fellow delegates.
A few comparisons between the regular delegation and the
Goldwater slate may reveal some significant characteristics of
both. Fewer persons on the Goldwater slate had held prominent
political office; two had been state representatives, one a
lieutenant governor, and one a mayor. At least two were well
known for their lobbying activities in Pierre and Washington.
Every member of the Goldwater slate who responded to the
author's questionnaire revealed himself as a moderate-to-strong
conservative. This conservatism was spread rather consistently
over the entire range of political issues. The Goldwater
delegation felt certain that their candidate was popular not only
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among themselves but in South Dakota and the nation as well.
The Goldwater slate agreed with the regular slate that foreign
policy and federal spending were the two issues most likely to
help the Republican party. As with the regular slate, the
Goldwater slate seemed to represent most socio-economic
categories. The comparative lack of lawyers and the
comparatively high number of ranchers and hvestock men on
the Goldwater slate was, however, notable.
A cross-familiarity analysis indicates that there was an even
lower degree of acquaintanceship among members of the
Goldwater slate than among those in the regular slate. Two
members of the Goldwater slate, who were mentioned in the
press as being leaders in constructing the slate, ranked far above
the other members in the degree to which they were well
known. Several of the Goldwater slate had never met as many as
five fellow members.
DELEGATION LEADERSHIP

Two weeks after the primary election, the South Dakota
delegation convened in Pierre to discuss the trip to San
Francisco. Governor Gubbrud was acknowledged as the
chairman of the delegation. The governor was not, by nature, a
forceful leader; he characteristically relied on restrained
methods of persuasion. State Chairman Leo Temmey was of a
similar inclination. He seemed to feel very much the servant,
rather than the master, of the state party organization that he
headed. Thus, the formal leadership of the delegation cannot be
described as either positive or forceful with respect to the
decisions that the delegation would have to make.
The housekeeping arrangements for the South Dakota
delegation in San Francisco were handled through the national
committeeman, who did not feel it proper to impress his
personal preferences on the delegation. Thus, the delegation did
not provide a satisfactory setting for a study of positive
leadership. The only major attempts to influence the decisions
of the delegation came from Senator Karl Mundt. The members
of the delegation knew how they would vote, but none showed
much inclination to influence the votes of his fellow members.
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Had South Dakota's vote in the convention been more crucial
or had the influence of supporting Goldwater or Scranton on
the future of South Dakota politics been more apparent, it is
hkely that there would have been rtiore obvious attempts to
influence the delegation. The absence of leadership at San
Francisco probably has to be related to a feeling that decisions
made in the South Dakota delegation would not be very
significant.
FORMAL CAUCUSES

By Saturday evening, 11 July, the South Dakota delegation
was well settled in two San Francisco hotels. The delegates Were
housed in the Plaza Hotel on Union Square, the alternates in the
Manx Hotel two blocks away. Saturday evening several
delegates and their families assembled in the South Dakota
caucus room in the Plaza Hotel. The word was spread Saturday
night that the delegation would caucus at 10;00 A. M., Sunday
moming. The remainder of Saturday night was spent "on the
town." Many of the delegates planned to attend a barbecue
arranged for Sunday afternoon by South Dakota mining
interests.
The first serious problem that the delegation took up when
it caucused on Sunday moming was civil rights.^ South
Dakota's member of the platform committee, William Gibson,
discussed charges that minorities were not being equitably
treated in the Republican platform. The South Dakotans were
not very sympathetic. One delegate stated, "As a Catholic, I'm
not demanding anything." An alternate pointed out that "the
Jewish minority is represented here." The South Dakota
delegates plainly felt that minority agitation in the platform
hearings was unjustified and improper. Gubbrud then read a
wire from "Negro Republican Headquarters" asking for an
audience with the South Dakota delegation. The delegation's
first reaction was to ignore the telegram, but, then, Moeller
suggested that the request should be acknowledged and tumed
3. Prior to this, the delegation spent thirty agonizing minutes trying to decide
which South Dakotans should have the honor of using the state's four tickets to
Sunday night's "GOP Party."
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down because of the lack of time. Sterling Clark said South
Dakota should not even acknowledge the wire since "it contains
untruths." Moeller and Gibson pointed out that it would be
difficult to contact "Negro Republican Headquarters" and that
there was, at any rate, very little time in which to listen to such
requests. Temmey felt that the delegation should be careful in
its response because of possible reactions in the campaigns back
home. Gubbrud then mentioned the possibility of merely
calling "Negro Republican Headquarters," but the delegation's
final decision was to ignore the wire entirely.
Another item of business at Sunday morning's caucus was
replacing the delegate who was prevented by illness from
attending the convention (J. Emmett Horgan of Rapid City).
Under South Dakota law, the State Chairman names the
replacement from among the elected alternates. Temmey said
that he believed the replacement should be of the same general
philosophy and from the same general area as the delegate
whose place was being filled. An alternate proposed that the
vacancy should be filled by having a drawing between the two
west river alternates. Temmey and Clark agreed that this would
be "absolutely fair" to both. One of the two nominees,
however, asked to have his name withdrawn because he felt that
Temmey should make the decision as provided for in the law.|
But the other alternate who had been nominated thought the
drawing was a fair solution and said that he would accept the:
results. And, so, Temmey finally drew the name of F
McCarroU of Hayes.
A second caucus was held Monday afternoon, after
convention's first session. Prior to the meeting, Temme
Mundt, Gubbrud, and Moeller seriously discussed whether i
not the South Dakota delegation should designate its preferenl
for the presidential nomination. Mundt emphasized the need f|
immediate action, saying, "If you're ever going to poll tn
delegation you'd better do it now before other states make oi|
action anti-climactic." Gubbrud and Moeller both exprès:
reservations about the wisdom of declaring for Goldwati
because of possible adverse effects in South Dakota. Gubbr
pointed out that the Goldwater slate had fared poorly in
primary election, but Mundt turned this neatly aside
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replying that the success of the "regular" slate was due to
Gubbrud's own popularity in the state compared with the
popularity of the Goldwater slate. Gubbrud subsequently polled
the delegation in caucus; Goldwater received nine votes and
Scranton, five. At the Monday caucus the delegates also
considered a resolution recommending the reelection of the
national committeeman and committeewoman. The resolution
was adopted quickly; no opposition to Moeller or to Mrs.
Myrtle Watson of Bison was voiced after the two left the room.
The civil rights plank in the platform was one of the crucial
issues at the convention. The South Dakota delegation
considered the problem of civil rights again at its Monday
caucus. Gubbrud brought up the subject and told the delegation
that he wanted to avoid writing the platform from the floor.
The governor asked if the delegation would like to be polled at
that time, but it was decided that there would be enough time
for decision at the convention if a platform matter were
referred to the floor. Moeller stressed the importance of keeping
platform amendments off the floor. Senator Mundt, sitting in
on the delegation's meeting, seconded Moeller's comments:
"It's like getting the first olive out of the bottle; as soon as one
is out many more will follow." Mundt was worried not only
about opening up the convention to "mayhem and murder" but
also about the possibility that a wedge would be pushed
between South Dakota's two congressmen Ben Reifel and E. Y.
Berry, who had taken opposite stands in Congress on the civil
rights issue. With all major elements in the delegation
apparently agreeing that the platform should not be debated
openly from the floor, Gubbrud commented, in conclusion,
that "we're not trying to take away anyone's individual vote,
but that's the way it is."
The Rockefeller-Scranton forces throughout the early part
of the convention week attempted to use the platform to break
the Goldwater grip on the convention. The liberal leadership
formed a rump committee from the parent platform committee
in an attempt to liberalize the civil rights plank. However, South
Dakota's platform committee member, though he had Mberal
sympathies, took the position that he should not join the rump
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group but should instead accept the dictates of the majority of
the platform committee.**
A final caucus was held Thursday morning at the Plaza.
Goldwater had received the convention's nomination the night
before; the problem of selecting his running mate remained.
Senator Mundt had been mentioned as a possible
vice-presidential nominee, and several South Dakotans
wondered whether their senior senator was to be nominated or
not. There was much talk that Goldwater had already chosen
Congressman William Miller of New York to join him on the
national ticket, and South Dakota did not appear eager to
precipitate controversy with an untoward nomination. To
resolve the delegation's doubts, Gubbrud turned to Lockhart
for a report, referring to the former national committeeman as
Goldwater's "contact man for South Dakota." Lockhart
reported that by eight that moming he had had no word from
Goldwater's Region 5 headquarters, and Boe added that there
was still no word from Goldwater up to ten o'clock. Lockhart
dismissed the problem: "Well, we'll get word when we get to
the convention floor. Why worry about it now?"

-

J
"
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"
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With the national situation disposed of, talk turned to the
political situation in South Dakota. Gubbrud asked if there was
anything in particular anyone present wanted to discuss.
Immediately one delegate rose to the occasion: "Yes, Governor,
I've been meaning to ask you about the road to Lake Byron."
And the caucus was quickly involved in a vigorous, if somewhat
disconnected, airing of political problems and prospects back
home. Two delegation members reported that the Democratic
organizations back in their home counties had been overhauled
during the past year, and more energetic leadership had
emerged. A west river alternate brought up the touchy problem
of the new Indian jurisdiction law that had been referred to the
4. Gibson felt that the South Dakota delegation should have decided much
earlier on its committee assignments. As it turned out, selection of the platform
committee members was largely based on which delegates were in a position to leave
South Dakota early enough to take part in the committee deliberations. Gibson had
to leave for San Fiandseo the day after he was notified of his appointment, so he had
very little time to prepare. It happened that both South Dakota platform committee
members favored Scranton.
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people in the 1964 election; the alternate felt the party should
take an emphatic stand against the referendum. The
gubernatorial candidate immediately suggested that the
jurisdiction law should not be made a political issue. State
Chairman Temmey supported Boe, saying that the party should
avoid committing itself. In the discussion that followed, the
consensus seemed to be that each of the three issues on the
November ballot (Indian jurisdiction, a tighter voter registration
law, and unemployment compensation) might hurt the
Republican ticket. The unfocused discussions continued for
perhaps half an hour until a delegate suddenly announced that
"folks are hungry," and, just like that, the final South Dakota
caucus at the 1964 Repubhcan national convention broke up.
EXTERNAL CONTACTS

Several of the South Dakotans had close contact with
political leaders outside the state. Such contacts are an
important part of the business of any governor or state
chairman or national committeeman, but having contacts is not
an obvious characteristic of delegates. One delegate did not
make up his mind which presidential candidate to support until
he had had breakfast Sunday moming at San Francisco with an
old hunting companion. Congressman Charles Halleck of
Indiana. But there were few South Dakota delegates whose San
Francisco contacts may be called cosmopohtan; for the most
part, the delegation kept to itself, saw the sights, and let the
competing convention elements contact and influence them
through the informal delegation hierarchy. This passive attitude
probably made it easier for a well-organized team, like
Goldwater's, to foster support; the diffused liberal elements had
no organization that was visible to the South Dakota delegation
and had few means of informing or coordinating possible
supporters.
The South Dakota delegation's contacts with the outside
world of the convention, few as they were, were handled largely
through Mundt, Lockhart, and, to a lesser extent. Governor
Gubbrud. Mundt's influence was apparent from the beginning.
The Nebraska delegation, chaired by Senator Carl T. Curtis,
caucused Sunday aftemoon at the new Towne House in
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downtown San Francisco. Curtis, Senator Roman Hruska, and
former governors Val Peterson and Robert Crosby gave reports
and indulged in political gamesmanship, after which the meeting
turned into a regional Goldwater strategy session, directed by
Curtis, the convention floor manager for Goldwater, and Dick
Herman of Omaha, the director of Region 5 for Goldwater.
Barry Goldwater, Jr., made a short speech at the end of the
meeting, and, then, a few Nebraska leaders clustered to discuss
the regional situation. One of Senator Mundt's assistants stated
that Goldwater had cause to worry about four South Dakotans
(Moeller, Welter, Howard, and Mrs. Phillips).
The Goldwater Region 5 group met at eight o'clock Sunday
evening in the same large room. It was attended by delegates
and others from Iowa, Colorado, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. Herman
chaired the meeting and announced that the region had been
given a quota of 152 votes for Goldwater. One team captain was
assigned to every four delegates not committed to Goldwater.
When a Scranton delegate was identified at the convention
session, Goldwater delegates were to be seated on both sides of
him. Region 5 was given two telephone posts and each state was
asked to provide two delegates as messengers or runners.
"Our main endeavor is communications," said Herman.
"We're here to protect this opportunity and not to muff the
ball. All we have to do is to hold our delegates. . . . Don't let
yourselves get diverted from the main purpose of nominating
Goldwater!"
Herman had a few directions for the representatives of the
eight states: "On pages, check their background and be sure
they're loyal to Goldwater. . . . At the committee meetings
Monday, vote with Frank Whetstone of Montana in the
credentials committee. . . . Report to me as soon as you can
about your delegation's voting preferences, because I must give
Senator Curtis a report at the opening of the number of
Goldwater votes per state."
In closing, Herman listed the Goldwater chairmen in each of
the eight state delegations. Carroll Lockhart was named for
South Dakota, although Herman subsequently described Roy
Houck, Ken Kellar, and Jack Gibson as "South Dakota
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Chairmen for Goldwater," with no reference to the convention
itself.^
When the convention opened, it was apparent that the
buttonholing and pressuring of the non-Goldwater delegates was
continuing. Herman was particularly busy in the South Dakota
delegation, walking over from his spot in the Nebraska
delegation to talk with Lockhart at 11:30 A.M., with Welter at
11:50 A.M. , and again with Welter at 1:00 P.M.* Back at the
Plaza Hotel caucus on Monday afternoon, Mundt again discussed the nomination with Welter, at some length.
On Tuesday morning several South Dakotans attended what
was the political highlight of the trip for them: a breakfast at
the Fairmont Hotel atop Nob Hill in honor of Senator Curtis.
Goldwater made a brief speech. Among those at the head table
were Dennis Kitchell, Carl White, and General Albert
Wedemeyer. A number of midwestern governors, congressmen,
senators, and newspapermen were present. Dick Herman, as
master of ceremonies, slyly emphasized in his introduction his
disappointment in the failure of the governors of Colorado,
Kansas, and South Dakota to impel their delegations toward
Goldwater commitments. Herman's comments evidently failed
to register with most of the South Dakotans present.
Had the nomination been more closely contested, the
candidates' organizations might have had closer contact with
the South Dakota delegation. But with Goldwater's majority in
the convention and in the South Dakota delegation and with
the slight influence of South Dakota's votes in the outcome,
perhaps the infrequency of external contact was to be expected.
How

THEY VOTED

The delegation, at its organizational meeting in Pierre on 13
June, voted down a motion to poll the delegates on their
5. These three had been the leaders of the Goldwater slate that had been
defeated in the June primary election.
6. At about noon Monday came the first crucial vote of the 1964 Republican
convention when, after Curtis's ringing appeal to the "salt of the earth " the delegates
voted down the civil rights aniendment. The South Dakota delegation voted 14-0
against the amendment, in spite of the fact that some civil rights sympathy was
present in the delegation.
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presidential preferences. They felt that since they had been
uncommitted on the primary election ballot, they should
remain that way until the convention.
A National Observer report published just prior to the
convention indicated that nine South Dakotans preferred
Goldwater and the rest were uncommitted. The Goldwater
supporters were: Gubbrud, Carl Voight, McCarroll, Ray
Barnett, Dale Gage, Lockhart, Leo Rozum, Mrs. Norma
Anderson, and Clark. The remaining five supported Governor
Scranton; they were: Howard, Gibson, Mrs. Burt Phillips, Mrs.
lone Larsen, and Welter. The platform maneuverings^ offended some of the South Dakota Goldwater supporters who
had been favorably impressed by Scranton. One delegate said
that he felt Lodge, Rockefeller, and Scranton were not sincere
in their civil rights arguments, whereas Romney was "sincere
but misguided." Thus, by Wednesday one delegate had decided
on Romney as his second choice. At noon on Wednesday
another delegate, a strong Scranton supporter until then, said
privately that he was changing his vote from Scranton to
Goldwater for two reasons: first, voting for Scranton would be
futile; and, second, he had received seventeen telegrams from
home urging him to switch to the Arizonan and mentioning the
November election in which the delegate would be a candidate
for county office. The delegate concluded: "I'm learning there's
no place for an idealist in politics." Moeller, standing nearby,
mildly demurred to that comment.' Another delegate, also for
Scranton, reported no such pressures on him; if anything, he
said, the word he had received from back home generally
supported Scranton.
7. Mrs. Larsen was absent from the meeting, but her position was reported by
McCaughey.
8. Aithur Krock, in his column pubUshed in the 20 July 1964 edition of the
Riverside (California) Press-Enterprise, characterized the proposed platform changes
as attempts to divide the party and derail the Goldwater candidacy. Speakmg at the
Nebraska caucus Sunday afternoon prior to the opening of the convention, former
Governor Robert Crosby said that "much of the platform controversy comes about
because of divisions respecting candidates rather than divisions respecting issues.
9 He later said privately that Goldwater's nomination was reaUy an attempt to
gain control of the national and state party apparatus. "They have UtUe hope ot
winning the November election," said MoeUer.
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By the time the convention got around to the presidential
balloting Wednesday evening, the result was a foregone conclusion. The chief excitement for the South Dakota delegates
centered on whether or not their state would be the one to
clinch Goldwater's victory. As it turned out, this honor went to
the South Carolina delegation. Even though Goldwater had
already won, the South Dakpta delegation still split its votes;
twelve going to the Arizona senator and two (those of Gibson
and Howard) going to Scranton.
CONCLUSION

South Dakota's fourteen votes gave it little chance of
playing a key role in the 1964 Republican national convention.
Its chances were further diminished by the nature of the role
that it chose to play. In spite of the preponderance of latent
Goldwater sentiment, the collective attitude of the South
Dakota delegation was essentially consistent with its uncommitted status. This Goldwater sentiment originally constituted
the basis of a holding action which would permit the delegation
to delay commitment until its decision assumed a more critical
aspect. South Dakota might have biecome the object of frenzied
overtures had the convention deadlocked in the early ballots;
this is presumably the rationale for the presentation of an
uncommitted slate. However, Goldwater's crucial victory in the
California primary (held on the same day as South Dakota's
primary) virtually sealed his nomination and assured him of a
strong South Dakota majority. A different outcome in the
California primary might have significantly changed the role of
the South Dakota delegation in San Francisco and produced a
situation where the Nixon, Rockefeller, and Scranton camps
would have competed for the support of South Dakota.
Most of the delegates were comparatively inexperienced in
national pohtics, and those who had had such experience were
aware that their state was unhkely to exert much influence over
other states. The South Dakota delegation seemed content to
play a passive role in the national convention. The delegation
gave little evidence that it wished to take a more active part in
the deliberations or that it preferred a more dynamic leadership.
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Victory for Congressman Miller (left) and Senator Goldwater.

The delegation's actions reflected a general confidence in the
political system in which it operated; "Man proposes, but God
disposes" may be an accurate summation of the delegation's
attitude about its role in the nomination of Barry Goldwater.
Decisions were made intemally, without rancor or passion on
either side. There was httle inclination to disobey the hmited
leadership that was provided or to seek additional channels of
communication with the outside world.
The uncommitted status of a small state delegation diminishes the prospects for significant decisions respecting the
poUtics of the state. In constructing the uncommitted slate,
party leaders had sought moderation and balance above other
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qtialities. Such a delegation has a natural tendency to avoid a
dramatic change of direction. The moderate, uncommitted
delegation not only discouraged significant decisions but also
discouraged the presentation or development of issues that
called for significant decisions. Both the party leaders and the
delegation itself seemed to prefer avoiding issues that would
produce permanent splits within the party or dramatic shifts in
its leadership or philosophy.
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